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INVESTMENT THEORY AND FOREST MANAGEMENT PLANNING
tion used in investment analyses will affect the confidence an investor has in each
of the discounted-net-worth estimates developed for a number of forestry invest-
ment alternatives. As a result, an investment with high expected returns will not
necessarily be preferred to one with lower expected returns if the investor is
more confident that estimated returns for the latter investment will actually be
realized. This is especially true for investors who are averse to risk.
The objective of the present study is to evaluate an approach to forestry invest-
ment analysis in which economic uncertainty, and other sources of variation that
might be associated with expected returns from investments, could be explicitly
set forth. Variation in expected returns is seen as a factor that might lead to a
departure from the theoretical optima of traditional investment theory as com-
monly applied in forest management planning. In addition, the possible effects
of uncertainty on the collection and use of information with which to implement
and apply theoretical decision-making guides are discussed.
The theoretical framework proposed as a means of analyzing forestry invest-
ment alternatives is based on the so-called "expected returns-variance of returns
rule" developed by Markowitz (1952, 1959). (Hereafter, the Markowitz "rule"
will be designated the EV rule.) Expected returns would be estimated and inter-
preted in the same manner as in traditional forestry investment theory, and vari-
ance of returns would be employed as a measure of the risk associated with dif-
ferent investment alternatives. Variance of returns would be based on sources
of variation associated with expected return estimates. It could also include al-
lowances for economic uncertainty.
Generally, investors will not view expected returns on an investment as hav-
ing a single, most likely value, which is assumed in the traditional discounted-
net-worth approach to forestry investment analysis. Rather, they visualize a dis-
tribution of values around the one believed most likely to occur. A commonly
used measure of the dispersion in a distribution is the standard deviation, which
Markowitz proposed using as a measure of expected variation of returns. He ar-
gued that the magnitude of this measure of risk would be an important factor
affecting investment decisions.
I t is commonly observed that many investors are willing to forego investments
with high expected returns for those with lower expected returns, provided risk
can be reduced. The merit of the EV rule is that it provides a theoretical frame-
work within which an investor may find a balance, based on his attitude towards
risk, between investments or combinations of investments that are considered
speculative, but which have high expected returns, and investments with lower
expected returns that are considered safer, or less risky.
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INTRODUCTION
The justification for a study of this kind lies in the· fact that it may help to
bridge the gap between the theoretical world of the simplified profit-maximizing
concepts currently advocated for use in evaluating forestry investment opportuni-
ties, and the world in which the forest land manager must operate. It is a com-
monplace that this gap has been sufficent to restrict greatly the extent to which
practicing foresters and forest land managers have been willing to employ dis-
counted-net-worth rankings to assist them in making forest management deci-
SIons.
It may well be that we would like our forests managed so that management
funds are allocated on the basis of investing first in those alternatives on which
expected net returns are highest. It is not enough merely to say that this should
be done, however. To assume that efficient forest management will result if a
particular theoretical guide is applied is to assume away most of our difficulties.
Many foresters have noticed the discrepancies between theoretical manage-
ment objectives proposed by forest economists and what they are able to achieve
in actual practice. Unless some of the problems involved in attempting to attain
a particular management objective, or in applying a theoretical framework as a
practical decision-making guide, can be reconciled, theory may fall into disrepute
and its possible contribution to decision-making be lost. Confidence in the man-
agement recommendations made by advocates of applied theory may suffer ac-
cordingly.
Explicitly stating the uncertainty and risk associated with forestry investment
alternatives, in order to clarify some of the problems associated with these in-
vestment decisions, would be predicated on the use of a number of subjective
estimates. This raises a question of whether ratings based solely on expected re-
turns, developed by using traditional discounting concepts, should not be favored
over a more complex rating system that seemingly compounds the use of subjec-
tive information. From the standpoint of professionally managed, large forest
land holdings, experienced judgment for interpreting discounted expected re-
turns is generally available. However, some measure of the risk associated with
expected returns from various management alternatives could be quite helpful to
owners of small forest land holdings. Such estimates might also supplement the
judgment of foresters managing larger holdings.
At present there is considerable interest in more intensive management of
small forest land holdings (U.S. Forest Service, 1958). Some of the management
practices recommended for these holdings would require owners to undertake
investments additional to those in forest land and naturally produced timber,
such as tree plantings and various forestry cultural practices. Allowing for the
3
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uncertainty and risk associated with the outcomes of these investments may well
be beyond the competence and judgment of the owners of these small forest land
holdings. Estimates ofvariation of returns, along with estimates of expected re-
turns, could provide useful guidelines to them in comparing forestry, as well as
nonforestry, investment alternatives. Such estimates might also be useful in help-
ing to explain why many of these land owners have been reluctant to adopt in-
tensive management practices.
To provide an empirical example of the EV rule, estimates of expected returns
and variation of returns have been developed and applied to the problem of de-
termining cutting age for eastern white pine timber. Expected returns are based
on expected net-realization value (lumber value less processing costs), and esti-
mates of variation of returns are based on the variation in net-realization values
for trees of a given size.
In addition, the variation-of-return estimates include an allowance for error
in predicting the diameter distribution of trees grown to a given age on a given
site. Deviations from the predicted diameter distribution of stands grown to a
specified age would cause errors in the estimates of net-realization value, other
things being equal. It is assumed that both these sources of variation might affect
the timing of plans to cut eastern white pine trees.
The quantitative estimates of variation in returns which are derived in this
study obviously do not exhaust the many sources of variation which might af-
fect investment decisions in the management of eastern white pine. The complex
biological relationships in forest management and the nature of available data
necessarily limit an undertaking of this kind. In addition, the uncertainty of
future demand and prices for eastern white pine products, because of the lengthy
time period in the management of this species, remains one of the most impor-
tant factors in actually making management decisions.
It would be misleading to assume that more refined estimates of expected re-
turns or variation of returns would necessarily result in better management deci-
sions. Trends in technology, product development, and demand for wood prod-
ucts will necessitate periodic revisions in forest management plans whether or
not they have been based on extensive investment analyses.
The discussion which follows parallels, in broad outline, the logical steps that
a forestry investor might take in making an analysis of his investment opportu-
nities. In the next chapter, the theoretical objective of profit maximization,
which underlies most of the current proposals for rating forestry investments, is
evaluated. It is then shown how economic uncertainty can lead to objectives
other than profit maximization that, from an economic standpoint, would be
4
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quite rational for the forest land owner to adopt. The EV rule is then presented
as a modification of the discounted-net-worth method of analyzing forestry in-
vestments.
The third chapter discusses information relevant to an analysis of forestry in-
vestment opportunities, and considers the question of how much information it
is practicable to collect for analyses of this kind. It is seen that the determination
of an optimum forest management program must necessarily rest on economic
data that can be no more than intelligent guesswork about the future. Unfore-
seen changes in these data could offset gains from a refined knowledge of physi-
cal relationships in forest management, which has been suggested by some forest
economists as an important prerequisite to improving management decisions.
In the fourth chapter the use of conversion-return calculations as a means of
implementing forestry investment theory is discussed. These calculations pro-
vide a basis for forming expectations about the future value of stumpage-a
major consideration in making forestry investment decisions-and they are also
used to evaluate possible benefits from altering the form or quality of timber to
be processed.
Given an objective, information requirements, and a method of formulating
information to determine which management alternative might best meet the
objective, the remaining task is to collect and analyze the appropriate data. In
keeping with this sequence, which an investor might follow in a practical case
of management planning, the empirical application of the EV rule to the de-
termination of cutting age for eastern white pine is presented in the fifth chap-
ter.
The summary and conclusions in the final chapter offer some general reflec-
tions on the over-all problem of evaluating forestry investment alternatives.
The present study does not claim to be either complete or conclusive. Problems
associated with investment planning in forestry will continue to require the exer-
cise of informed, though doubtless fallible, judgment. The implication that theo-
retical formulae can be used to produce accurate management decisions should
be studiously avoided.
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Traditionally, the determination of optimum cutting age for timber has been
the problem most emphasized in discussions of forestry investment theory. In
recent years, as a result of intensified forest land management, emphasis has been
placed on the determination of an optimum set of management practices. In ad-
dition to specifying optimum cutting age, costs and returns from investing in
such measures as site preparation, planting, silvicultural practices, and fire, in-
sect, and disease control are frequently evaluated. The theoretical framework
provided by marginal theories of investment (e.g., soil rent and financial ma-
turity) is sufficiently general to permit evaluations of this kind. However, this
does place a heavy burden on these concepts insofar as they are employed as
guides for making actual investment decisions.2
Two decisions are involved in determining the optimum level of forest land
management. If investment funds are allocated for the purpose of intensifying
management, what forestry practices should be adopted? Forestry practices may
include a variety of forest land or timber stand treatments, one of which
would be merely to permit timber to grow longer. The second decision pertains
to the amount of investment that should be made. While these two decisions are
commonly interrelated, many of the current problems associated with the in-
tensification of forest land management are more closely related to the second
one. This is particularly true of owners of small woodlots who typically do not
have many management practices to evaluate. If they desire to intensify manage-
ment of their timber stands, in most cases what they should do will be fairly ob-
vious. The difficult decision confronting this group of forest land owners is the
extent to which they should undertake the management practices deemed ap-
propriate for increasing the productivity of their forest land.
CONCEPTS OF MAXIMIZATION
Optimum allocation of investment expenditures within the context. of mar-
ginal theories of investment is defined in terms of maximum expected profits.
Different Ages for Firs" about 1850 (Schumpeter, 1954). Since that time the planting and
growing of a tree has been a popular example in discussions of capital (investment) theory.
See, e.g., Allen (1953), Fisher (1954), and Wicksell (1934).
2 It should be noted here that economists make a distinction between descriptive or explana-
tory theories, and prescriptive or normative theories. Descriptive theories, as the name implies,
provide a basis for describing behavior as it has actually occurred. Prescriptive theories are pro-
posed as guides that indicate actions necessary to attain certain specified goals. Profit-maximiza-
tion theories of investment have been interpreted in both ways. However, in the economic lit-
erature emphasis has generally been placed on the descriptive aspects of the theory (Meyer &
Kuh, 1959). This contrasts with their use in forestry, where they tend to be presented as pre-
scriptive guides to optimum economic behavior.
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DETERMINING OPTIMUM LEVEL OF INVESTMENT
In traditional theory the determination of the optimum level of investment is
dependent on the rate of interest used in the investment analysis. A minimum
acceptable rate of return for a given set of investment opportunities may be spe-
cified to be higher than the market rate of interest because of risk or other man-
agement considerations. This "alternative rate of return," as it is commonly
called in recent discussions of forestry investment theory (Duerr, et al., 1956;
Worrell, 1959), then forms the basis for determining the optimum level of in-
vestment expenditures.4
In forestry, it is theoretically profitable to continue investing in additional
management practices so long as expected rates of return on these practices are
higher than the alternative rate of return. After the most desirable investment
opportunities have been undertaken, further investment will necessarily result
in lower and lower rates of expected return. When only those management prac-
tices are left which will not yield a rate of return higher than the alternative
rate, investments in additional practices will be discontinued. The point at which
the expected rate of return from an additional unit of investment is just equal to
the alternative rate of return determines the total amount of investment expendi-
tures.
ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING MARGINAL THEORIES OF INVESTMENT
The usefulness of marginal investment theory as a guide for making invest-
ment decisions is largely dependent on the extent to which the underlying as-
sumptions are realistic.. In forestry applications of the theory the necessary as-
sumptions are generally stated as follows:
I. Future timber-products output, by quantity and quality, and the prices of
these outputs are known. Revenues accruing to each investment alternative can,
therefore, be determined.
2. Costs are known at the time an investment is made. When investment ex-
penditures are incurred over a period of time, the future costs are known.
3. Timber processing technology will not change in the future, or will change
according to an assumed trend.
4. The interest or discount rate applicable to each investment alternative is
known.
4: Dean (1951) calls this rate of interest the "cut-off" or "rejection" rate. In earlier discussions
of forestry investment theory it has been called the "general per cent" (Schlich, 1895).
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In addition, it is further assumed that the forest land owner desires to maxi-
mize profits from his timber-producing investments. Given these conditions the
management alternative that should be adopted is the one in which the difference
between anticipated costs and revenues is the greatest. Because of the time pe-
riod involved in timber production, cost and revenue streams are discounted to
the present, thereby expressing profits in terms of present net worth. The mar-
ginal conditions under which present net worth is maximized necessitate equat-
ing marginal discounted cost to marginal discounted revenue (Worrell, 1953).
REALITY OF ASSUMPTIONS
Forest economists have generally acknowledged the limitations imposed on
investment theory. by these restrictive assumptions. This is particularly true
where theory is proposed as a guide for making actual investment decisions. As-
sumptions regarding costs and revenue in forestry for as far as 100 years in the
future may be necessary. The historical record of changes in wood products,
processing technology, and the cost structure of the wood-using industries gives
an indication of how tenuous these assumptions can be. The experience, judg-
ment, and other qualities that typify the successful business man are thus gen-
erally emphasized as being very important in the application of marginal invest-
ment theory to actual decision-making problems.
It is argued, then, that the merit of marginal theory in analyzing forestry in-
vestments lies in the fact that it brings together the economic and biological as-
pects of forest management so that they can be viewed simultaneously. By doing
this, a first approximation to an investment decision can be reached and then be
qualified as individual circumstances dictate.
Qualifications of this kind rightly place the burden of responsibility for deci-
sion making on the decision maker rather than on the theory, but this does leave
important practical questions unanswered. How much effort should the forest
land owner, who is interested in evaluating forest management opportunities,
or in determining whether any such opportunities exist, expend on collecting in-
formation to implement a theoretical guide? How much should he rely on the
conclusions of others who have made theoretical comparisons of forest manage-
ment alternatives?
The general acceptance of profit-maximization objectives by forest economists,
and the use of marginal investment theories to analyze investment opportuni-
ties, contrasts sharply with the enthusiasm some economists have shown for
these concepts. To be sure, there is divided opinion among economists on the
10
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usefulness of marginal theory, but the arguments of its critics are not easily cast
aside.
Some of the objections to marginal theory are based on its use of the assump-
tion that the goal. of economic decision makers is maximum profits. Many eco-
nomic decisions are influenced by such goals as the desire to create good public
and labor relations or to promote security and prestige, and by many other rea-
sons not immediately associated with monetary rewards (Anthony, 1960; Enke,
1959)·5
The assumption that the sole objective of an investor is to maximize profits
rests primarily on the fact that it is the best single. criterion to be used as a
guide. Obviously, if profits are not realized economic survival may not be possi-
ble. In this respect, the profit-maximization assumption does serve as a useful
point of departure in investment analyses. It also has the advantage of analytical
simplicity, since the analysis is generally restricted to inputs or outputs for which
costs and revenues can be readily calculated.
Conceivably, investment analyses could be based on goals more complex than
profit maximization, and nonquantifiable variables could be included. However,
greater reality might be achieved at the cost of clarity. Whether or not simple
comparisons of profitability are satisfactory will depend on specific uses of this
type of analysis and how well these underlying qualifications are understood.
Qualitative objections of this kind do limit the usefulness of investment guides
based on profit-maximization theory. However, objections of a more quantita-
tive nature appear to limit these concepts even more in their application as
guides to investment decision making in forest land management.
According to Boulding (1960:5) :
As a theory which purports to represent actual behavior the maximization
theory suffers from the almost fatal defect of failing to consider the informa-
tion which is available to the decision maker. A theory which assumes knowl~
edge of what cannot be known is clearly defective as a guide to actual behav-
ior.... If a firm cannot know what its marginal cost and marginal revenue
arejt is useless to advise it to act so as to bring them into equality.
Thus, the practical impossibility of estimating all the relevant marginal cost and
marginal revenue functions, and relating them to one another, may preclude the
5 The extent to which nonpecuniary considerations affect decisions to incur forest land own-
ership costs has been investigated by Barraclough (1949). His findings clearly indicated the
absence of the profit motive as a primary reason for holding forest land, particularly where
small acreages are involved.
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use of profit maximization as a meaningful objective in making economic deci-
sions.6
Where time is involved in an economic decision the problem becomes even
more difficult. The marginal conditions for maximizing expected profits necessi-
tate equating expected marginal revenue to expected marginal cost. Expected
marginal revenue and expected marginal cost functions will be subject to uncer-
tainty. The meaningfulness of the term "expected" and the effects of this uncer-
tainty on management decisions and objectives has been pointed out by Fellner
(1949: 147):
"Expected" presumably means that which appears most likely in advance-in
other words, the best guess of these functions. Alternatively, one might imply
that "expected" means "mathematical expectation of these functions" but
we prefer to interpret the term as relating to "best guesses" (a vague form
of the most probable) because the other terminology suggests a spurious de-
gree of precision. Managements have to allow for the possibility that their
guesses may be wrong. Moreover, the nature of these guesses is such that it is
impossible to protect oneself against the possibility of different outcomes by
insurance in the ordinary sense or by "discounting for risk" in the technical
sense.
ALLOWANCES FOR UNCERTAINTY
If allowances are made for the fact that expectations may be wrong, and the
investor prefers safe profits to maximum profits, it follows that he would not
necessarily attempt to equate expected values of the marginal cost and marginal
revenue functions. Most businessmen would consider making allowances for un-
certainty of this kind simply a matter of prudent management.
Numerous economists have recognized and discussed the effects of allowances
for wrong expectations on economic decisions. This has led to proposals that ex-
pectations be explicitly incorporated into the framework of investment theory in
the form of subjective probability distributions. Markowitz (1952) concluded
that, because of variation in the expected outcomes of investments, the rule that
the investor does (or should) maximize discounted expected or anticipated re-
6 In application of marginal concepts to forestry, marginal revenue will generally be constant
because of the assumption that all wood produced can be sold at the going price. Marginal cost
curves are commonly derived by statistically fitting marginal cost curves to total cost figures.
It should be noted, ho\vever, that attempts to derive marginal cost curves have never been too
successful. For a discussion of some of the problems associated with deriving marginal revenue
and marginal cost functions see Ruggles (1954).
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turns must be rejected both as a hypothesis to explain and as a maxim to guide
investment behavior. (See also Heady, 1952; and Hicks, 1946.)
Expressing outcomes of investment alternatives as distributions enables the
investor to compare not only the expected returns from different investment al-
ternatives, but also their relative risk. A high-risk investment would have a dis-
tribution with wide dispersion around expected return, and a low-risk in-
vestment would have a distribution around expected return with a narrow
dispersion. An investor seeking relatively safe returns, rather than maximum ex-
pected returns, would be interested in investments with a narrow dispersion in
the distribution of expected outcomes. It should also be noted that low-risk in-
vestments will generally have lower expected returns than high-risk investments.
Investors will be willing to pay for a reduction in risk.
Application of this principle to forest land management suggests the desirabil-
ity of flexibility in the management plan. Rather than managing a timber stand
for a single, high-valued timber product, based on anticipated market prices, the
stand would be maintained to provide a variety of timber products in response
to possible changes in demand. If this is not done it could be extremely costly or
time-consuming to correct errors in previous management decisions as they are
recognized or as anticipations change.
It might be argued that expected profits can be defined so that profit safety
margins are taken into consideration. An investment policy directed towards a
safe profit margin could then be called a form of profit maximization. Having
done this, the theory could be applied as before. Fellner (1949:157) has com-
mented on this approach:
By doctoring the concept of profit maximization it would be possible to ar-
rive at a theoretical construction in the framework of which a policy of maxi-
mum safety margins could be called a variant of profit maximization. We
should merely have to define the expected profits (which are maximized) not
as best-guess profits but as profits which are expected in the event that certain
comparatively unlikely possibilities materialize. On such a definition of "ex-
pected profits," the maximization of safety margins may be made a variant of
"profit maximization." Furthermore, each compromise between the maximi-
zation of safety margins on the one hand and best-guess profit maximization
on the other could then become a further variant of "profit maximization." If
we use our concepts in this sense, then profit maximization becomes an un-
qualified axiom. But if this is done, some of the most essential problems of
value theory are hidden so skillfully that it becomes difficult indeed to find
them.
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The· limitations of simplified profit-maximization versions of marginal in-
vestment theory noted above may offer some explanation of why discounted-net-
worth ratings have not been too widely accepted by forest land managers. At
least the facts of common observation clearly indicate that few forest land own-
ers have acted as if they had narrowly defined profit maximization objectives. It
would be presumptuous to suggest that these people have been pursuing irra-
tional economic objectives, a situation which might be improved if they under-
stood better how to apply marginal investment theory to the analysis of their
management opportunities. Rather, it would seem that their management 01>-
jectives may be justifiable from an economic standpoint, and the important
problem is one of reconciling the limitations of marginal investment theory with
the facts of reality.7
Where theory is to be used primarily as an intellectual training device the de-
sirability of developing a more realistic theory for either explaining or guiding
economic behavior might be viewed differently. As a rule, theorists take much
pride in elegance and simplicity, and if realistic conclusions are not too impor-
tant these are justifiable ends in themselves. Assumptions may be arbitrarily se-
lected, restricted to rather narrow ranges, and may be purely hypothetical in
nature.
Rarely will an actual decision maker be interested in theoretical analyses con-
ducted at such high levels of abstraction. Conclusions are vital to him; indeed, it
will not be uncommon for him to need assistance in clarifying what his problems
really are. Unless a theoretical analysis helps him decide how to act, or casts some
light on past actions that might be helpful in improving future decisions, he will
not consider it a very interesting analysis.
There is always some danger of confusion over which of the above uses of
theory an economic writer has in mind. Is it intellectual, a guide to decision
making, or both? This situation is not helped by the tendency of many economic
writers to use the indicative mood in their writings: it seems much easier to say
"the decision maker does or should" when what is really meant is "if my prem-
ises hold the decision maker would ..."
The concern of the present study is with the problem of applying theory to the
planning of forest land management. Theory as a decision-making guide, or
'1 Whether or not the objectives or actions of forest land owners are socially desirable does
not concern us here. It may also be true that economic objectives, particularly those expressed
in "exploitative" timber-cutting practices, are economically irrational if viewed in the long
run. Since most individuals operate in the short run, however, their economic objectives should
be evaluated accordingly.
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activity. This is due to the fact that returns from various forest management al-
ternatives are likely to be highly correlated. The EV rule does imply a flexible
forest management program, however, and, more important from the standpoint
of a practicably applicable investment theory, the rationale of sacrificing ex-
pected returns to reduce investment risks does appear to be a more realistic guide
than the simplified profit-maximization objective of traditional theory. The de-
sirability of sacrificing expected returns for reduced risks is not overlooked in
discussions of the use of traditional theory for evaluating forestry In,reSlcmcent8',
but it is based on the use of judgment in interpreting the calculations.
A HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE OF THE EV RULE
Application of the EV rule to evaluation of forestry investment alternatives
can be illustrated by a simple hypothetical example. Consider a forest land owner
with a stand of timber that can be managed to produce either sawtimber or pulp-
wood. Various combinations of these products can also be produced. (For the
evaluation of more than two investment alternatives see Markowitz, 1959).
Assume that the forest land manager visualizes the returns from these two al-
ternatives in terms of an earned rate of interest. Assume also that he does not
consider the earned rate of interest from each alternative as a single, most likely
value, but as a distribution of possible rates around the value most likely to be
earned. In other words, depending on future conditions, the earned rate of in-
terest might be higher or lower than the expected rate at the time a practice is
adopted.
The EV rule uses the standard deviation to measure variation in expected re-
turns. Standard deviation measures variation in the same units as returns, and
one standard deviation above and below the expected rate of return from an in-
vestment would constitute the range of possible rates of return to which the
investor would assign the probability of two-thirds that some rate within this
range will be realized. A low standard deviation will be associated with a safe
investment and a high standard deviation will be associated with a risky invest-
ment.
A further assumption required in applying the EV rule is the amount of cor-
relation existing between expected returns from the investment alternatives be-
ing evaluated. The amount of correlation between returns from different invest-
ment alternatives could be developed from past observations, or, like many other
estimates in the evaluation of forestry investment opportunities, it could be based
on judgment.
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IN THE preceding chapter the traditional discounting method for rating for-estry investments has been examined. As an alternative to this, the EV rule
was presented. The possible advantage of the EV rule over simple discounting is
that it would include an explicit allowance for economic uncertainty and the
variation inherent in empirical information used in analyzing forestry invest-
ments. In addition to eliminating possible confusion arising from the use of sin-
gle-valued estimates of expected net returns, the EV rule would provide economic
justification for undertaking low-return, safe investments as opposed to high-
return, speculative investments.
Before any theoretical guide for evaluating investment opportunities is
adopted, a determination must be made of the availability of information re-
quired to implement the guide selected. It was indicated in the earlier discussion
that marginal investment theory, and the EV adaptation of marginal theory, are
based on a number of assumptions. Generally speaking, these assumptions con-
stitute the economic data (e.g. prices, cost, and product demand) of investment
analysis. In addition, empirically derived information, such as growth rates in
timber stands and the effects on growth rates of species composition, stocking,
site productivity, etc., is necessary in the application of these concepts to decision-
making problems in forestry. To some extent, added empirical information can
be used to narrow the range of required assumptions. In this chapter an attempt
is made to place in perspective the collection and use of empirical information
which is used to implement these guides.
THE COST OF INFORMATION
It is perhaps characteristic of economists, including forest economists, to em-
phasize inadequacies in the data available to implement and apply their theories.
For general economic analyses of forestry investment opportunities, in which
substantially the same problems have been encountered for a number of years,
it is particularly difficult to demonstrate how accurate quantitative factual infor-
mation needs to be.
In many phases of forest management, it is unnecessary that empirical data be
refined to a very high degree of accuracy; at present, few would be prepared to
devote the time and money to achieve this goal. Even if time and money are ex-
pended to refine empirical data where this is possible, a successful outcome for
an investment undertaking is not necessarily assured.
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Even though empirical data playa very important role in the analysis of for-
estry investment opportunities, they must still be combined with the assumptions
appropriate to the analytical scheme being used. The most critical assumptions
here will generally be economic assumptions-those made in conjunction with
forecasts of future prices, product demand, and processing technology. If these
assumptions are wrong, the benefits from using refined empirical data could
easily be lost.
Emphasizing inadequacies in the empirical data raises a question concerning
the degree of effectiveness of the theoretical framework being used. If this ques-
tion is left unanswered, the way is open for interpreting unsatisfactory perform-
ance of the theoretical guide as evidence that available data were insufficient or
inadequate. Thus, the outcomes of decisions based on the guide can be inter-
preted as a test of.the sufficiency and adequacy of the data, with the guide itself
more or less being taken for granted.
The extent to which the limitations of economic data are important in making
investment analyses has been discussed by Lebergott (1954:213):
There is no easy way to calculate the probable loss which results from errors
in estimating economic data of the kind used by most [investment analysts].
This is true because investment decisions do not usually rest on a single
datum, a single series nor a single model. And it is even truer because errors
in the choice of a model can have a far more critical impact than errors in the
data.
Whether or not adequate data are available for making an investment analysis
can be determined only within the context of a specific management problem.
In attempting to answer this question the investor will be interested in compar-
ing the contribution particular types of information might make towards im-
proving his investment decisions with the cost of gathering such information.
The same rule should apply to expenditures on collecting information necessary
for an investment analysis as applies to selecting an investment after the analysis
has been made. If the potential returns are not greater than the· cost, the expendi-
ture should not be made.
Even though it is impossible to give a general answer to the question of the
kind and amount of information necessary or desirable for conducting an analy-
sis of forestry investment opportunities, it may be possible to establish some
helpful guidelines by discussing the usefulness of particular types of informa-
tion. This may help to clarify some of the problems that should be faced in at-
tempting to implement theoretical guides for use in forestry investment deci-
sions.
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CONCEPT OF MERCHANTABILITY AMBIGUOUS IN FOREST MANAGEMENT
Difficulties often arise in the analysis of forestry investment opportunities be·
cause of ambiguities in· the concept of merchantability. Unlike most agricultural
production, where crop maturity is readily determinable, the maturity of a tim-
ber crop depends on markets, and various products may be harvested and sold
from the timber stand over a period of many years.
In the eastern white pine lumber industry, for example, box lumber may be
produced from trees as small as 8 to 10 inches in diameter (d.b.h.). On some
sites it may require 40 to 50 years for pine to grow to this size (Frothingham,
1914). W4i1e eastern white pine may be merchantable for box lumber at this
relatively early age, if permitted to grow longer it will become merchantable for
square-edged lumber. Still more growth will result in the opportunity to cut
lumber of larger dimensions or higher quality.
There are still other economic considerations involved in permitting trees to
grow to large sizes. The fact is well established (Hawley & Smith, 1954) that
board foot-cubic foot ratios increase with increased tree size. In other words,
more lumber can be recovered from each cubic foot of wood in a large tree than
in a smaller tree. Generally, this will be reflected in a higher value per unit vol-
ume for the larger tree.
Increased tree size also has an inverse relationship, over a rather wide range
of tree diameters, to the unit cost of producing lumber. This relationship has
been demonstrated on several occasions (e.g., Jensen, et al., 1940; Reynolds, et al.,
1944). Some of the cost savings from processing large timber are generally
passed on to the forest land owner in the form of higher stumpage prices.
Information relating to the situation described above is primarily useful in de-
termining the timing of a timber cut. It is obvious that cutting is feasible over a
span of several years, so there is considerable flexibility in specifying the exact
time a stand need be cut. If prices are low for reasons that appear to be tempo-
rary at the time cutting was initially planned, the owner can wait for prices to
recover. His trees will continue to grow, giving him more volume and perhaps
higher quality when the timber is cut.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS IN FOREST MANAGEMENT
Determining when to cut and sell a stand of timber represents only one aspect
of present-day forest land management. Perhaps more important now are deci-
sions related to forest land rehabilitation, cultural practices to shorten the time
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period necessary to grow trees to a given size, disease and insect control, and the
multitude of other factors that must be considered in an intensive forest land
management program. All of these necessitate allocating investment funds to the
treatments of the forest land or timber stand and in many cases these funds will
be committed for very long periods of time.
These investments also represent out-of-pocket expenses to the land owner in
addition to the cost of land ownership. Forest land ownership costs, as previously
noted, are commonly incurred for reasons other than producing timber (Barra-
clough, 1949). To the extent that this is true, ownership costs should have p.o
bearing on forestry investment decisions. Such costs would represent a fixed ex-
penditure that would be incurred regardless of the intensity of forest land man-
agement that might be practiced.
If the forest land owner is to commit investment funds to increase the produc-
tivity of his forest land above its natural level, then a number of biological and
economic relationships will bear on his decision. To mention but a few of these
problems, the condition of the timber stand at the time an investment decision is
made will greatly influence the silvicultural treatment that might be appropriate.
For a young, rapidly growing stand, weedings or cull-tree removal could release
potentially desirable species; if the stand is old and consists of badly formed
trees, perhaps clear-cutting the stand and planting might be the most desirable
treatment. Various combinations and intensities of these treatments might also
be appropriate.
The inextricable interrelationship of economic and biological factors in forest
management is readily apparent. A silvicultural treatment will result in a bio-
logical change. The treatment involves a cost, possibly spread over a number of
years, and the biological change will, presumably, result ina stand of greater
value than would result without the treatment. Alternatively, treatment could
result in the production of a given amount of timber in a shorter time period
than would be required to produce the same amount of timber without it.
BIOLOGICAL INFORMATION
The importance of accurate biological information with which to analyze for-
estry investment decisions has often been stressed. This information is of par-
ticular interest to forest economists because it is necessary for the implementation
of investment theory. Worrell (1959:96), for example, has noted:
The forest manager depends on the silviculturist to work out methods of
growing timber of desired kinds and quality. Once these biologically sound
23
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difficulties are encountered if an attempt is made to collect and organize biological
output information prior to making economic decisions. This is best exemplified
where biological information, such as growth rates for trees or timber stands, or
growth resp6nse to cultural treatments, are expressed in units of wood products
or product-quality classes such as board-foot yields by lumber grades. These
products are economic goods, and grade classes refer to economic value classifica-
tions used in marketing lumber. Thus, specifying that biological output informa-
tion be expressed in this manner requires a market demand analysis prior to the
collection of the output information. An obvious exception would be pulpwood
management, where growth in cubic feet of wood could be sufficient for produc-
tion planning.
An additional factor is that priorities for collecting biological output informa-
tion generally will be based on price and demand considerations. The forest land
manager will rarely be interested in biological output information for species
that have no present or prospective value. He may, however, be interested in
biological information concerning how to eliminate them.
If markets exist for timber products that are grown, stumpage prices provide
the essential economic information for making gross revenue determinations in
forestry investment analysis. To be sure, the stumpage prices of interest are those
expected to prevail in the future, when the timber that will be produced is sold.
Estimates of future prices generally will be based on current and past trends in
stumpage prices. Methods of obtaining these estimates are considered in the fol-
lowing chapter.
Before· turning to the discussion of stumpage-price estimation, it will be use-
ful to summarize the arguments in the present chapter. Concern here has been
with information requirements for applying investment theory as a guide in
making forest management decisions. At this point it should be apparent that
some rather difficult information problems must be solved if this is to be don~
successfully. This does not imply that theory can only be applied as a decision-
making guide if inforn1ation is available in the form of narrowly derived esti-
mates. Conjectural or best-guess data could also be used. This would be one
method of resolving any information problems. However, if conjectural data
are used to implement a theory for comparing investment alternatives, it is diffi-
cult to see how the results would be other than conjectural. It might be desirable
in this case to proceed directly to a. decision. Filtering conjectural data through
a theoretical frame\vork will not increase the plausibility of the conclusions
drawn from them.
Information that is used in forestry investment analyses ranges from estimates
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that are, or can be, derived fairly accurately (e.g., mensurational data) to infor-
mation that, in the foreseeable future, will continue to be highly conjectural
(e.g., future timber prices and product demand). There will undoubtedly be
continuing efforts to improve the accuracy or simplify the collection of the vari-
ous types of information used in forest management planning. At present, the
forest economists' task in collecting and improving the accuracy of economic
data seems to be one of the most difficult.
All of this may seem somewhat irrelevant to the practicing forester who must
be able to make a decision. 11any of the problems he faces will not await refine-
ments in information or the development of elegant theoretical solutions. In ad-
dition, when theoretical solutions to his problems are offered, they will have to
be demonstrably better than his own before they will gain acceptance.
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basis for forming expectations about future stumpage prices. Alternatively, the
conversion-return method, which is commonly used for appraising stumpage
prices (Weintraub, 1958) and has also been appli~d to the evaluation of forestry
investments (Chapman & Meyer, 1947, and Duerr et al., 1956), might be em-
ployed.
The latter approach is a direct application of the principle of derived demand.
That is, demand for stumpage is derived from the demand for the final product
in which the stumpage is utilized. Stumpage has value because the final product
has value. In the case of eastern white pine, the final product might be knotty
pine panelling, lumber for houses, furniture, pattern stock for casting, or a num-
ber of other wood products. Price changes in the final products and changes in
their cost of production can generally be expected to affect the price of stumpage
used in their manufacture.
The basic principle for determining the price for a product whose demand is
derived is quite simple. An estimate is made of the selling price of the final
product; then, by deducting all processing and handling costs, which include al-
lowances for profit and risk, a residual is determined which indicates the price
of the raw material from which the final product is made.
The conversion-return method of appraising stumpage prices is essentially the
procedure outlined here. However, conversion return includes the operator's
margin for profit and risk. This margin is deducted after conversion return has
been determined. Theoretically, the stumpage producer would receive what is
left.
Needless to say, the determination of how much to deduct for the profit and
risk margin presents a difficult and controversial problem. Weintraub (1959), in
examining stumpage-price determination in U.S. Forest Service timber sales, has
stated the underlying issue:
Unfortunately we have two unknowns, profits and stumpage [price], and only
one equation stipulating that their sum equals the conversion return.
In the past, conversion return has frequently been divided equally between
stumpage producer and stumpage buyer (Weintraub, 1959). Another method of
dividing conversion returns is based on "profit ratios." These are developed
through comparisons of appraised stumpage prices and prices that were actually
received when stumpage was sold.
The difference between actual stumpage prices and appraised stumpage prices
provides some evidence of the margins of profit and risk that stumpage buyers
were willing to accept or were able to get. By determining these differences for
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vesting conditions, hauling distance, etc. Guttenberg (1956) and Zivnuska and
Shideler (1958), for example, investigated the effects of some of these factors on
stumpage market prices. In neither case were the results very conclusive. About
the only conclusion that can be drawn from these studies is the fact that the
stumpage market is extremely complex, and no very specific conclusions about
stumpage price determinants are possible.
Josephson (1953:381) has commented on the limitations of available stump-
age price information for use in evaluating forestry investments:
Widespread application of good forestry practices on private lands depends in
large measure upon the profitability of growing and harvesting timber. It is
evident that profits in turn depend partly upon prices received for timber prod-
ucts. In spite of the importance of prices to forest owners and also operators of
wood-using plants, price information for timber products is generally not
available in organized form.
The u.S. Senate C<:>mmittee on Small Business reached a similar conclusion
when they investigated the problems of the independent logging and sawmilling
industry. Their comment on the availability of stumpage price and market in-
formation was as follows (U.S. Congress, 1959:32):
Most financial journals and business sections of daily newspapers give lists of
commodity price quotations. Wheat, lead, cotton linters, hogs, hides, and even
burlap bags are typical items included in the gamut of reported prices, but no
listing is given for pulpwood, sawlogs, or other primary forest products. Yet
pulpwood worth a half billion dollars is bought and sold every year, and saw-
logs and lumber estimated to be nearly a billion dollars change hands regu-
larly.
There are several explanations for the absence of very complete stumpage
price information. Stumpage, as was previously mentioned, may be used in a
wide range of wood products. Since the price of these products varies widely, the
price of stumpage will vary accordingly, depending upon the product or prod-
ucts in which the stumpage is used.
Stumpage prices are also affected by the relationships among species, form,
and quality of stumpage, accessibility, topographic conditions, and other factors
that affect the costs of harvesting, transportation, and milling. Isolating, classify-
ing, and relating these factors to stumpage sales prices, in order to obtain the
kind of stumpage price information that some forest economists consider desira-
ble for investment analyses, would be an unwieldy task even if the methodologi-
cal difficulties could be overcome.
The estimates of stumpage price desired for an investment analysis of a par-
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ticular tract of forest land will be the price applicable to conditions existing
there. These conditions include not only harvesting problems that will affect
cost and, therefore, price when the timber is cut, but also the distribution of
products to be removed and the conditions under which they are marketed. The
kind of stumpage price information usually published in marketing reports gives
average prices for average conditions. At best, price ranges for particular prod-
ucts .and product grade classes are reported, but even here there is considerable
room for doubt as to which price within these ranges will be applicable to a
given sale. Additional uncertainty is added if the sale is to take place in the fu-
ture, which is the case confronting the investment analyst.
Further allowances must be made in selecting prices for use in an investment
analysis to account for the degree of competition in the stumpage market. It
would be highly inconsistent and it could be quite costly to estimate returns
from forestry investments using price information from a competitive market
when, in fact, the stumpage will have to be sold in an area where marketing
problems exist.
The use of conversion-return estimates of stumpage prices in analyzing for-
estry investments does not overcome all these problems, but it does by-pass some
of them. By developing processing costs relationships between timber character-
istics and end products, and because of the close relationship between processing
costs and stumpage prices, possible benefits from altering timber characteristics
by various cultural practices can be evaluated.
Much of the variation in stumpage price for a given species is due to tree size.
Timber quality is also an important factor. A number of studies have been made
to determine relationships between tree size and conversion-return or stumpage-
realization value. (See, e.g., Jensen et al., 1940 and Reynolds et al., 1944.) These
studies provide a basis for evaluating the possible benefits from such manage-
ment practices as longer rotations and thinnings, both of ,vhich could be em-
ployed to increase the size of timber at the time of harvest. The benefits of
growing higher quality timber can be evaluated with the information provided
in these studies only insofar as quality is related to tree size.
Other characteristics affecting potential tree value were investigated in the
development of the "financial maturity" guides for southern pine-hardwood
management (Duerr et al., 1956). In addition to tree size, tree vigor and the dis-
tribution of logs by grade classes in each tree were considered. Value indices
were related to these characteristics, and combined with price data these indices
could be used to estimate value growth rates. Value growth rates are helpful in
determining when trees should be cut. When value growth falls below the rate
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of interest the stumpage producer wants to earn on his investment in growing
timber, cutting is indicated.
A common characteristic of all these studies is that the information provided is
limited to making single-valued estimates of average or expected net-realization
value for trees of specific characteristics, e.g., tree d.b.h., or in the case of the
Duerr et ale (1956) study tree d.b.h., vigor and grade class. This gives no indi-
cation of the variation in net-realization value of trees within a specific classifica-
tion. Even though a number of trees are classified on. the basis of similar char-
acteristics, the value of the lumber produced from each of them, less their
respective processing costs, will vary. The magnitude of this variation, which rep-
resents a risk to the stumpage buyer, is not something that a prudent stumpage
buyer will overlook, particularly if he is in a position to be conservative in his
buying practices.
One possibility for applying the EV rule, which has been proposed here as a
method for analyzing forestry investment alternatives, would be based on deriv-
ing estimates of the variation in net-realization values for trees classified on the
basis of a particular set of characteristics. The possible effects of this variation on
forest management planning could then be evaluated.
In the present chapter the role of stumpage prices in analyzing forestry in-
vestment alternatives, and the use of conversion-return calculations as a means
of obtaining stumpage-price information has been discussed. We now turn to
the empirical study in which the EV rule was applied to an eastern white-pine
management problem, namely, the determination of when trees should be cut.
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In organizing and processing the cost data, the lumber production process was
separated into four phases: (1) felling, limbing, and bucking (2) skidding (3)
loading and trucking, and (4) milling. For the most part, felling, limbing, and
bucking on eastern white pine logging operations are performed by one man
operating a chain saw. Transportation from the woods to the mill is also similar
for most operations. Almost without exception, trucks are used.
For these two phases of the lumber production process it is reasonable to as-
sume that most of the variation in cost will be due to factors other than crew
organization and equipment. Felling, limbing, and bucking cost data collected
on six pine logging operations were combined on the basis of this assumption.
The hauling costs used are based on current contract rates of $6 to $10 per thous-
and board feet. More refined cost data for hauling were not collected because
they would hardly be warranted for our present purpose. It will not always be
possible to determine the specific mill to which stumpage will be delivered when
future cuttings are being planned.
In the skidding phase of the lumber production process there is a wide range
in equipment and techniques. Horses are still found on some logging operations,
but their use has declined considerably in the past few years. Tractors of varying
size and type are the most commonly used skidding equipment at the present
time.
In addition to the variety of equipment used, the form in which timber is
skidded also differs. On some operations log-length timber is skidded, on others
timber is skidded tree-length and bucked into logs at the landing. Partly because
of the variability in skidding equipment and skidding techniques, no attempt
was made to aggregate skidding-cost data for the operations on which field data
were collected to· determine average skidding costs for trees by sizes and to esti-
mate the variation in skidding costs for trees of a given size. More important,
determining skidding costs for trees by size presents a problem in the allocation
of joint costs. Usually a number of logs from different trees, or a number of trees
of different sizes are included in a single skid-load.
An additional problem encountered in the course of the skidding-cost studies
was that skidding equipment was operated most of the time at less than capacity.
As a result, small loads cost as much to skid as larger loads, where both are less
than capacity loads. At best, these difficulties would have had to be resolved ar-
bitrar\ly. Therefore, a range in skidding costs of $6 to $1 0 per thousand board
.feet was used in geveloping total processing costs for trees by tree size. These
costs were based partly on the field studies and partially on the judgment of log-
gers and others familiar with eastern white pine logging practices. Costs per
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thousand board feet were converted to cost per tree, by tree size, on the basis of
their board-foot content.
The sawmill-cost and lumber-recovery data were collected by personnel from
the Northeastern Forest Experiment Station. Data from five sawmills were used
in the present study: all the mills were considered more or less representative of
eastern white pine sawmills in the Northeast. Daily production at these mills
ranged from 8 to IS thousand board feet, from 10 to IS men were employed at
the mills, and similar sawing practices were used.
In both the felling, limbing, and bucking studies and the sawmill studies,
time-study techniques were used to record the times required to perform the
respective operations on each tree. In the milling studies some of the data are
based on sawing times for trees, the logs from which were sawed separately.
Sawing times were recorded for each log and then added to obtain sawing time
for the whole tree. The remainder of the sawing time-per-tree data was based on
the application of relationships between sawing time and log length and diame-
ter to the distribution of logs by length and diameter cut from the trees that
were included in the felling, limbing, and bucking studies. A procedure similar
to the one used in the collection of sawing times was used in the collection of the
lumber-recovery data.
Fixed, or noneffective, time that was not directly related to the performance of
the processing operations being timed was evenly distributed among all the trees
in the study. A few lengthy periods of noneffective time, such as breakdowns
and waiting time, were excluded from the cost relationships. While this gives a
slight downward bias to the cost relationships, interest was primarily in variable
costs, which more nearly express the relative processing costs for trees of differ-
ent sizes. Relative costs, discussed in the last chapter, are more useful for purposes
of planning forest land management.
All the processing-time and lumber-recovery data were ·grouped by tree size
(I-inch d.b.h. classes), and means and standard deviations were calculated for
each class. Estimates of standard deviation were combined with the appropriate
machine rates and the estin1ates of cost variation for skidding and trucking, ob-
tained from the ranges in costs for these operations, to obtain estimates of the
variation in net-realization value for trees in each diameter class.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NET-REALIZATION VALUE AND TREE SIZE
The relationship between felling, limbing, and bucking time per tree and tree
size is indicated in Figure 2. Both average time and standard deviation in times
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the effects on management planning would not be too important., Errors' would
tend to be cancelled. Even though relative costs and returns can be expected to
remain reasonably stable-the usual assumption made when relationships of the
kind developed here are used in management planning-some change should be
anticipated. This is particularly true of relative processing costs.
Changes in processing technology will be directed by the form and quality of
timber available. If this timber is predominantly small, low-grade, and costly to
process by existing standards of utilization, processing-cost differentials per unit
volume between timber of this kind and timber with low per-unit-volume
processing costs would be expected to be reduced over time. An example of how
this has occurred in the past is the use of a gang sawmill rather than a circular
sawmill for producing lumber from small logs. It is well known that the unit
cost of producing lumber in a circular sawmill is considerably higher for small
logs than for large logs. By using a gang sawmill for this job the unit cost of
producing lumber from these logs has been reduced below the cost of producing
the same lumber in a circular sawmill. Thus the cost differential per unit volume
between large and small logs was reduced with introduction of the gang saw-
mill.
The importance of timber-quality differentials may also be subject to change
over time. Trends in laminating techniques, and end-and-edge gluing of lumber
have brought about changes in concepts of quality, in the economic sense of the
term. If these trends continue, revenue relationships for trees of different sizes
based on existing grade standards would be subject to change. The development
of new products will also affect grade and revenue relationships.
In spite of the difficulties noted, it will be assumed here that the relationship
between net-realization value and tree size presented in Figure 5 can be applied
as a tree-value growth curve. These difficulties emphasize the desirability of
formulating an estimate of variation in returns to help in making allowances
for possible shifts in this relationship.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TREE SIZE AND AGE
Transposing a relationship between tree size and net-realization value to one
between tree age and expected net-realization value introduces an additional
source of variation into the analysis. This is in addition to the uncertainty over
possible shifts in the value relationship, discussed in the previous section.
Tree size at a given age cannot be predicted without error. To the extent that
such errors do occur, estimates of net-realization value· for trees at a given age
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will also be in error.. This source of variation is partially amenable to empirical
investigation, however. Variation in diameter distributions between stands, of
given characteristics and grown on similar sites to a given age, can be used to
provide a measure of the expected variation in a given stand grown to the same
age under the same conditions.
In the growth and yield studies of eastern white pine conducted by Gevor-
kiantz and Zon (1930), diameter distributions of pine stands at various ages
were investigated. They found that regardless of stand age, white pine stands
having the same average diameter had the same range of size classes, and the
same percentage of trees in each diameter class different from the average.
The diameter distribution percentage figures reported by Gevorkiantz and
Zon were used here to obtain estimates of the variation in the expected diameter
for trees grown to a given age on a given site. The relationship between expected
diameter and age for a fully stocked white pine stand on site index 70 forest land
-the stocking and stand conditions used in the present example-is indicated
in Figure 6. The dashed lines in Figure 6 represent the variation, i.e., one stand-
ard deviation, in expected diameter for trees grown to various ages.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AGE AND EXPECTED NET-REALIZATION VALUE
In Figure 7 expected net-realization value per tree for trees grown to various
ages is shown. Figure 7 is based on the relationship between expected net-realiza-
tion value per tree and tree size (Figure 5), and the relationship between ex-
pected tree d.b.h. and tree age (Figure 6). The dashed lines in Figure 7· repre-
sent one standard deviation in expected net-realization value for trees at various
ages. Variation in processing costs and lumber-recovery values for trees of a
given size and errors in the estimation of tree diameters for trees grown to a
given. age were combined to obtain the estimates of variation in expected net-
realization value indicated in Figure 7.
The information in Figure 7 is basic to planning a timber-cutting policy under
the conditions assumed here. The very important factor of increasing timber
quality with increased tree age is omitted from the relationship in Figure 7, but
quality was excluded from the present example to simplify the presentation of
the EV rule.
If a forest land manager is deciding to establish an eastern white pine stand,
or is planning future cutting cycles, discounted present net worth will be a major
factor in his decision. Present net worth is determined by discounting the ex-
pected net-realization values for trees grown to different ages. In traditional
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between as well as within samples. Variation between samples arises because of
differences between mills in processing costs and lumber-recovery values for
trees of a given size. Similar variation arises in the prediction of the average
diameter of a timber stand grown to a specified age. ~
It is highly unlikely that the diameter distributions of subsequent timber
stands grown on the same area of forest land will be the same, even though ro-
tation lengths are the same. Differences in these diameter distributions would
be a source of variation in estimates of expected diameter for trees grown to a
given age that would not be reducible. Similarly, between-mill differences in
processing costs and lumber-recovery values for trees of a given size will cause
non-reducible variation in expected net-realization values for trees grown to a
given age if there is a possibility that the timber will be sold to anyone of a
number of mills.
The problem of reducible variation should not be overlooked in applications
of the EV rule, but neither should it be overstressed. Variation in expected net-
realization values may arise from several sources, many of which have not been
evaluated here. Sources of variation that are not evaluated would tend to offset
the necessity of reducing variation where it is possible. An additional considera-
tion is that if cutting age for a particular stand of timber is being planned, there
may not be too much difference in the number of trees that would be cut over
the period of years for which cutting would be feasible. If the number of trees
that could be cut was constant for this period, proportionately, the effects of
variation would be the same. For this reason, and the other reasons discussed
above, none of the variations considered in the present example was reduced to
account for a specified number of trees.
DETERMINATION OF PLANNED TIMBER-CUTTING AGE
In Figure 8, discounted present net worth for growing trees to various ages is
seen to be maximized at about 85 years. According to traditional forestry invest-
ment theory, and if the 3 percent discount rate is considered applicable to forest
management planning, this is the age at which cutting should be planned. Cut-
ting at any other age would result in a reduction of the expected profits from
growing timber.
However, if we consider the discounted variation in discounted net worth (in-
dicated by the dashed lines in Figure 8), from an economic standpoint it would
be quite rational to plan to grow timber beyond the age of 85 years. If timber is
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grown longer than 85 years, the variation in expected returns continues to de-
crease. Even though it would mean sacrificing expected profits to grow timber
beyond the age at which expected profits would be maximized, the variation, or
risks, associated with receiving these profits is reg.Y.s~d.
If the forest land manager is averse to risk of the kind that has been evaluated,
and is willing to pay to have it reduced, he would permit the timber to grow
longer than 85 years. How much longer would depend upon how willing he is
to give up expected profits for a reduction in risk. In our simplified example this
would be indicated by the· rate at which variation in expected returns is reduced
as tree age increases.
The reduction in variation in the discounted-net-worth estimates arises be-
cause the combined variances in processing costs and lumber-recovery value do
not increase at a rate sufficient to overcome the effects of discounting. Variation
in net-realization value increases with tree size; however, expected net-realiza-
tion value increases at a faster rate, thereby causing a decline in relative varia-
tion (see Figure 5). To the extent that relative variation decreases as a timber
stand is permitted to grow longer, discrepancies between expected net-realization
value and actual net-realization value should be reduced, other things being
equal. This could be interpreted to mean that a forest land owner is more likely
to receive the expected net-realization value of large timber.
The relationship between expected returns and variation of returns is also
shown in Figure 9. It will be noted that the relationship in Figure 9 is similar
to the hypothetical example of the EV rule that was shown in Figure I; the case
where returns from different investments are perfectly and positively correlated~
They differ only to the extent that returns .are expressed as a rate of interest in
Figure I, and as dollars per tree in Figure 9.
Each point on the curve in Figure 9 represents a possible E,V combination
available to the investor who is planning to grow eastern white pine timber un-
der the conditions that have been assumed. That is for each possible cutting age
an E,V point can be plotted. Since time is continuous, this will give rise to a con-
tinuous EV relationship.
In our previous discussion of the EV rule it was noted that it is economically
rational to accept lower expected returns (E) for a reduction in variance of re-
turns (V). In Figure 9 that segment of the curve indicated by the solid line,
from 85 to 120 years, represents successive cutting ages (E,V combinations) for
which expected returns could be exchanged for a reduction in variance of re-
turns. Planning to cut at any time between these two ages would be considered
an efficient investment alternative within the framework of the EV rule. Plan-
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he must have bargaining power to back it up. Large timber, because of its
smaller variation in net-realization value-that is, because it is less risky to buy
than small timber-will provide some of this bargaining power. At least the
stumpage. buyer would have less justification to be conservative in his buying
practices. ih//!
It is not ~ricommon to observe cutting practices, such as the kind that might
be suggested here, being carried out in actual practice. The merit of the present
example is that it gives economic justification to these practices. There may be
other reasons, of course, for planning longer cutting cycles than those that maxi-
mize present net worth, but the importance of the factors considered in the pres-
ent example should not be overlooked. For the forester who must justify his
management planning on the basis of interest discounting, the EV rule would
provide a theoretical basis for recommending longer rotations in the production
of sawtimber than those dictated by simply discounting present net worth. This
was demonstrated in the empirical example.
The prospects for carrying out very detailed management-planning calcula-
tions within the framework of the EV rule are, as stated earlier, definitely lim-
ited. However, similar limitations also restrict the use of the simple discounting
methods. It is common practice to employ conjectural estimates of expected re-
turns. It seems equally justifiable to employ conjectural estimates of variation of
returns. In this respect, and because of the future price and cost assumptions
made, the present example should be considered as an illustration of the EV rule
and not a recommendation to foresters planning cutting cycles for eastern white
pine on site 70 forest land.
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CURRENT trends in the intensification of forest land management havegreatly complicated the task of evaluating forestry investment opportuni-
ties. In the past, forest land managers have been concerned primarily with deter-
mining when stands of timber should be cut. Now they are faced with·the re-
sponsibility of evaluating various forest land and timber-stand treatments that
must be adopted if timber is to be grown on a sustained-yield basis.
Pardy as a result of the expanding scope of responsibilities in present-day for-
estry, and of the increasingly complex problems practicing foresters must face in
making management decisions, there has been increased interest in investment
theory and decision-making guides. Any assistance that these analytical tech-
niques provide will, of course, be of interest to foresters. Nevertheless, they will
be reluctant to leave to subsequent experience the determination of the effective-
ness of a particular method for analyzing forestry investments. In this respect,
there is still a large gap between the abstract world envisaged by most invest-
ment theories and the world of reality in which practicing foresters must oper-
ate. This is particularly true of the investment theory most frequently proposed
as a guide for making forestry investment decisions.
The major reason for the gap between theory and practice in forestry is eco-
nomic uncertainty. Forest management is a long-term production process. As a
result, much of the economic information used in management planning is
highly conjectural. Despite the limitations of foresight, if appraisals of forestry
investment alternatives are to be useful they must include some estimate of the
possible consequences of each alternative in an uncertain future.
Economists can express the appropriate disclaimers because theories for an-
alyzing investments require the use of uncertain information. However, the re-
sponsibility of economists generally does not extend to making actual decisions.
They make recommendations and give advice; they do not have to bear material
consequences for decisions that go wrong. Coming to terms with uncertainty
and unpredictable contingencies. is an inescapable requirement for the forester
who must make management commitments involving the future.
In resolving the conflict between the necessity of foreseeing the future and the
impossibility of doing so, the practicing forester has long since found a compro-
mise. Like others who make prudent investments, he builds into his manage-
ment plan the flexibility needed for adjusting to various contingencies that may
arise. Shrewd judgment consists not in choosing the most efficient management
plan that can be developed for the foreseeable future, but in choosing the most
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efficient plan that is consistent with adequate margins of safety.
To the extent that investment theory has been recommended as a guide for
making forest management decisions it is legitimate to ask if the consequences
of decisions based on theory might be markedly improved in terms of the deci-
sion maker's objectives. More specifically, it might be asked if traditional dis-
counting theory provides a satisfactory means of rating forest management op-
portunities. What is satisfactory depends, of course, on who is using a particular
theory, and on the purpose he has in mind. What might be satisfactory to a for-
est economist could seem more or less academic to a practicing forester.
The importance of judgment and experience in interpreting the results of
theoretical comparisons of forest management opportunities has always been
stressed. However, proposing a theory for application to real problems on one
hand, and emphasizing the use of judgment on the other, does leave room for
confusion. Will increased efforts in implementing theory decrease the extent to
which judgment is required, or is judgment of such overriding importance that
beyond a few relatively simple calculations further implementation is largely
superfluous? Applying investment theory to the evaluation of forestry invest-
ment opportunities might be likened to practicing forest management. That is,
what is the optimum intensity?
One of the purposes of traditional forestry investment theory, as it has been
applied to forest management problems, has been to specify the necessary condi-
tions for attaining an optimum forest management program. As it is usually de-
fined in theoretical treatments of the subject, an optimum management program
is one from which expected profits are maximized. In terms of time discount-
ing this would be the program from which present net worth is maximized.
In order to apply these concepts to the development of a forest management
plan it is necessary to fit actual data to the theoretical framework. However, this
often brings out internal inconsistencies in the objectives on which the theory is
based. The theoretical objective of profit-maximization, for example, and the
conditions under which it would be achieved, are predicated on the existence of
information that is either not available to the investment analyst or is not available
in the form assumed in the theory.
This does not necessarily preclude the usefulness of profit maximization as a
guide. However, it does raise the possibility that in extending the conclusions
from such an analysis to the real world it may be necessary not only to alter
these conclusions in detail but to recognize entirely different ones.
This is particularly true where management objectives other than profits, as
usually defined, may be involved. Some firms may hold and manage forest lands
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to insure a wood supply, to provide for future expansion, or possibly to eliminate
competition from an area. Others may manage partly for aesthetic or other rea-
sons. Conclusions reached by applying simplified profit-maximizing analyses in
these cases would have limited usefulness.
More important, when dealing with time periods as long as those encountered
in forest land management, the desire to maximize profits will often be subordi-
nated to the desire for safe, dependable profits. While these two goals will not
necessarily be unattainable from a single investment, an investor may frequently
be forced to accept either one or the other.
In addition to economic uncertainty, the lack of complete biological informa-
tion with which to implement theoretical guides poses a similar problem. Varia-
tion in or lack of information for which various assumptions will be substituted,
will affect expectations concerning the outcomes of investment opportunities.
The more vague expectations are, the more desire there will be to compensate
for the fact that expectations may be wrong.
Consideration of some of these problems in the present study has led to th~
conclusion that forestry investment analyses might usefully include some meas-
ure of the risk or uncertainty associated with each investment alternative. The
EV investment guide, proposed and developed theoretically by Markowitz
(1952), takes these factors explicitly into consideration. While this proposal is
essentially a modification of traditional forestry investment theory it would,
nevertheless, direct attention from the somewhat elusive concept of a best or
most efficient management plan-the profit-maximizing alternative of invest-
ment theory-to the task of determining a management program that will pro-
vide the forest land owner greater security against uncertainty.
An empirical example of how the EV rule might be applied was developed for
eastern white pine.. Variation in net-realization value and in expected diameter
for trees at various ages were estimated. These estimates of variation and of net-
realization value for trees of various ages were then discounted. The conclusion
drawn from application of the EV rule to the determination of cutting age for
eastern white pine grown for saw-timber was that planning to cut at the age for
which expected net returns are maximized might not be the most desirable cut-
ting age to incorporate into the management plan. For trees that are grown to
sizes larger than they would be at the age for which expected net returns are
maximized, the variation in processing costs and the value of lumber output
would be reduced.
To the extent that this reduction would permit more accurate predictions of
net-realization values, it is quite possible that stumpage buyers would be less
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conservative in their estimates of how much could be paid for stumpage. In
other words, their buying risks would be reduced in the purchase of larger tim-
ber. With these buying risks reduced, they might be willing to pay the stumpage
producer more nearly the net-realization values of his stumpage. Experience in
stumpage sales would indicate that this has in fact been true.
An important advantage of using the EV rule to analyze a number of man-
agement alternatives is that it emphasizes the advantages of maintaining a flexi-
ble management program. As economic conditions affecting forest management
change, the forest land owner would be in a better position to alter his timber
output to meet the new conditions.
Flexibility in forest land management generally cannot be obtained without
paying a price, however. The price will be a reduction in returns below what
would be earned if a rigid set of expectations about future demand and prices
were formed; provided that a management plan was developed accordingly and
that the expectations turned out to be correct. Considering the limited extent to
:which past expectations of prices and delnand levels for wood products have
been realized, the cost of flexible management would not seem to be very high.
A flexible management plan of the type visualized here is a departure from the
one that would be adopted if expected profits were narrowly defined (i.e., if
they were not defined in terms of profit-safety margins), and if investment
funds were allocated strictly on the basis of discounted-net-worth rankings.
While the EV rule is subject to limitations similar to those that apply to the
various profit-maximizing concepts which have been proposed, it seems worthy
of further consideration as a framework for analyzing forestry investments. In-
tuitively we know that variation in expected earnings (i.e., risk and uncertainty)
will have an effect on the desirability or willingness to undertake a particular
management practice, even though its effects may differ between individuals. A
theory that explicitly recognizes this fact would appear to be an improvement
over one that does not.
In spite of the fact that considerable judgment would have to be used in esti-
mating expected variation of returns (the same judgment, it should be noted,
that is used in interpreting the results of a discounted-net-worth analysis), there
are advantages in explicitly including this variation within the framework of an
investment theory. If it is left outside the theoretical framework, there always
remains the problem of explaining forest land owners' actions that depart from
the optima of traditional theory as being due to factors not considered in the
theory. Otherwise deviations from theoretically optimum actions would have to
be interpreted as irrational economic behavior. Profits or returns could of course
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be defined broadly enough to overcome this problem; but then the theory would
be largely tautological. Whatever a forest land owner did could be construed as
an exercise in maximizing "returns."
In view of the complexities and uncertainty that characterize most forestry in-
vestment decisions, both traditional discounting concepts and the EV modifica-
tion of these concepts appear as very crude decision-making guides; it would be
untimely and inappropriate to attempt to assess the superiority of one approach
over the other. It has been argued here that the EV rule appears worthy of fur-
ther consideration. Whether or not this argument is acceptable will have to be
determined by those who might apply this method.
In making this determination we should also bear in mind a comment that
has been made concerning the use of economic theories: "The purpose of eco-
nomic theory is not to supply factual answers but to pose the proper questions
to the facts." (N.B.E.R., 1943.) With this in mind one is easily led to the con-
clusion that comparisons of forestry investment alternatives, rank the potentz"ali-
ties of various alternatives-but little more. Implications that the returns and the
risk associated with various management practices can be computed with suffi-
cient accuracy to rank themin order of their economic efficiency are misleading.
In subjecting a management problem to theoretical investigation, many of its
features will be abstracted away. The theoretical problem investigated is thus
several steps removed from the problem that is actually faced. The theoretical
solution is not a solution to the real problem. In applying the theoretical solution
to the real problem, qualifications will be necessary to account for any previous
· abstractions that were made. If these abstractions include important features of
the problem, then it may be true that the qualifications will be of equal or
greater importance than the theoretical solution itself. To suggest otherwise
would be to overtax the ability of theory, of the kind that is presently available,
to solve many of the problems that forest land managers face.
In assessing the usefulness of a theory as a decision-making guide, one test of
the theory will be based on the extent to which it leaves out essential features of
real problems, or the extent to which it must be based on patently unrealistic as-
sumptions. In addition, the usefulness of a theoretical decision-making guide is
not demonstrated by its ability to provide solutions to problems that are more or
less obvious. The real test comes when and if it can provide solutions to problems
that might otherwise be overlooked.
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